
ELEPHANTS ON SPEED

I Like snow white girls on sand
I like guys from cellar parties
I like friends quite heavily drunk
and I like art drawn on photography
---
I'm not save,when I cross the street
Because I didn't learn how to use 
Elephants on speed x 4

ASPIC

I just don't wann a tell you that I'm a freak.
And I don't like aspic.
I'm so sick of bein' a fool a sentimental tool, a sentimental tool
I'm just tuning up for the next step.
Keep on freedom and loosin' fears.

And suddenly I was loving you
So much in love with you …

I just don't wanna tell you that I'm a jelous guy
A bit insecure and sometimes nothing else than poor.

And suddenly I was loving you
So much in love with you …

DREAMY FACE

Warm sunny light shines on my neck
Cold water spring splashes on my face
The storm blew my brains away
I'm full of passion
Your dreamy face 
Lying on my knees
Flowers on the roof
I'm tumbling down

MAIN ACT

Oranges fallen down to a pattern
Flamenco covers these nights
The city is a huge bordello
And in that small, tiny movie
I'm the main act
The main act
The main act 
The main act

CLOSE TO HALFMOON

I'm holding back my dreams
I'm holding back my feelings
I guess, my dreams won't come true
That's kind of my nature
The part that won't be you

I'm close to halfmoon
Collecting sentiments
I'm dancing blue
Not reaching the ceiling



NOISE

I'm lying on the table, my ear close to the surface
Listening the circulating sound of blood
Silence of the room isn't glooming anymore
It's enveloping my life so gentle

Noise doesn't infiltrade silence
A sunbeam is giving you a warm farewell
Is taking you to the far side of life
One step beyond your dreams

Accepting silence might be a commitment, being is non-eternal

Noise doesn't infiltrade silence
A sunbeam is giving you a warm farewell
Is taking you to the far side of life
One step beyond your dreams

THINGS DON'T END RIGHT NOW

A long time ago, we lost the track we saw
We didn't know how to save our love
We didn't know how to say goodbye
But things don't end right now
But things don't end right now
But things don't end right now
But things don't end right now

But still I hear your voice
But still I feel your touch
But still I smell your skin
But still I do believe you are mine

FULL OF LIGHT

Step by step I'm loosin you
Step by step  I'm fallin' apart
My body gets weak, you are holding my hands
The room I'm going to, is full of light
The room I'm going to, is full of light

I'm dying, without pain
I'm dying, without pain

Calm and quiet I'm falling asleep
Calm and quiet I'm falling asleep

AIRPORT

When I drove you to the airport
I already had an uneasy feeling
An uneasy feeling
Not concious but deeply there was
A burning pain, a burning pain
When I took your hand and the gate was coming closer and closer,
I already had an uneasy feeling, an uneasy feeling, feeling, 

Freedom was coming on us, while love was gone
Freedom was coming on us, while love was gone
Freedom was coming on us, while love was gone
Freedom was coming on us, while love was gone

You left my hand and took your way
I remember that very last view
The gaze of my eyes was blue


